Program Review Task Force Meetings:

- August 22, 2012- introduced members, reviewed scope of project, created model “synthesis” flow charts for each program review area
- September 7, 2012- Worked with members of SPC on the SPC flowchart
- September 21, 2012- Completed draft model of SPC flowchart, began assessing forms and process
- October 2, 2012- Task Force Chair met with Assessment Coordinators Sheila Pisa and Cheryl Honore to discuss forms, rubrics and feedback for APR review.
- October 2, 2012- Debbi Renfrow, Cheryl Honore and Natalie Hannum met to begin initial revision of forms based upon feedback from Task Force Members.
- October 30, 2012- Forms Review
- November 16, 2012- 12- Functional components of SPC as receiving body of APR’s
- November 30, 2012- Refining the process
- December 6, 2012 Task Force reported to SPC